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Abstract
The so-called Hankel vector approach is used to handle three boundary versions of the
multiple Nevanlinna–Pick interpolation problem in the Nevanlinna class N involving both
interior and boundary data. It turns out that each of these boundary interpolation problems can
be reduced to what amounts to a certain truncated (standard or nonstandard) Hamburger mo-
ment problem, associated with the Hankel vector of the former, with some possible constraint
on distribution functions that assign no mass to any of the real nodes. In particular, this leads
to solvability criteria for each of these interpolation problems and the description of solutions
by using results from theory of moments. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and formulation of boundary NP interpolation problem
In [7] we considered the complete solution of the multiple Nevanlinna–Pick in-
terpolation problem in the Nevanlinna class N (the NP(N/ problem) along the
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so-called Hankel vector approach, which allows us to reduce the NP(N/ problem
to what amounts to a certain nonstandard truncated Hamburger moment problem
associated with the Hankel vector of that NP(N) problem (see also [8] for a matrix
version thereof).
In the present paper, we continue our investigations of the NP(N/ problem and
are primarily interested in three boundary versions of the NP(N/ problem, involving
both interior and boundary data. These boundary problems do arise, in particular, in
the theory of molecular interactions [25] and in connection with the synthesis of
circuits with losses by the Darlington method [12]. Digging a little deeper, we can
show that the Hankel vector approach to the solving of these boundary NP inter-
polation problems is also appropriate and allows us to connect these problems with
a (standard or nonstandard) truncated Hamburger moment problem with or without
some addtional constraint on the distribution functions. It is natural to view the lat-
ter problem can be viewed as a boundary NP problem for which all interpolation
nodes coincide with a single point, infinity. Thanks to such a connection, the theory
of moments enables one not only to find existence and uniqueness conditions for
the solutions of each of the boundary NP problems under consideration, but also to
describe the full solutions, and so on.
The boundary NP problems have a long history. Nevanlinna [22] did at first his
work in the unit disk with the help of a modified Schur algorithm. In the 1930s,
Krein [19] studied a boundary NP problem in the class N with real and simple
nodes only (which is one particular situation of the BNP(N/0 problem below), by
using a method of Riesz [26]. In a paper [14] published in 1937, Kotelyanskii con-
sidered specifically a more general boundary NP problem in the classN involving
both interior and boundary data (which is the same as the BNP(N/ problem below).
However, the main theorems there on solvability criteria are incorrect. After that a
number of results related to the boundary NP problems (in essence to the BNP(N/0
problem and its analogue in the class C (Caratheodory) orS (Schur)) for the scalar
functions and certain intricate matrix analogues have been addressed by many dif-
ferent methods. We refer to [2–6,11,15–17,21,23–25] for more information; among
others, the papers [23,24] do contain the solution of a matrix version of the BNP(N/0
problem by the method of the Fundamental Matrix Inequality in the Potapov’s theory.
It should be noted that a corresponding result of Sarason [27] on boundary ver-
sions of the NP problems in the classes C and S stimulated the establishment of
our theorems here. In Sarason’s paper [27], the boundary NP problems in the class
C with boundary data only are reduced to a certain truncated trigonometric moment
problem, and both the boundary NP problems and the trigonometric moment prob-
lems can be obtained as particular cases of a general scheme. Besides, Sarason’s
scheme gives only criteria for existence of solutions, whereas today descriptions of
the set of interpolants are known as well. As stated in [9], there exists a subtle dif-
ference between the reduction of the NP(N/ problem to the power moment problem
associated with the Hankel vector and the reduction of the NP problem in the class
C (the NP.C/ problem) to the trigonometric moment problem associated with the
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Toeplitz vector. For the former reduction, the associated power moment problem is
nonstandard (i.e., only with the inequality in place of the equality in the last moment
condition), whereas for the latter reduction, the moment problem is always standard
(which, in essence, is nothing other than a Caratheodory coefficient problem). The
corresponding phenomenon is proved, in this paper, to be valid in broad outline for
the boundary versions of the NP problems under consideration. One intrinsic reason
for this is that the Hermitian nonnegativity of a Toeplitz matrix automatically guaran-
tees that it admits an extension of a larger nonnegative Toeplitz matrix, whereas for
Hankel matrices the corresponding phenomenon fails—nonnegativity of the original
Hankel matrix in general does not supply an extension of a larger Hankel matrix
which is still nonnegative. It is the case if and only if the Hankel matrix is proper, i.e.,
its rank is concentrated in the upper left-hand corner. Beyond these, in the boundary
case some special features in contrast with the original NP problem appear. Thus, the
boundary NP problems in the classN and their connections with the power moment
problems warrant detailed study.
Let us begin with the formulation of the naive boundary version of the NP prob-
lem in the classN of functions f .z/ holomorphic in the open upper half plane pC
with Imf .z/ > 0 there.
The BNP.N/ problem. Assume that there are given  distinct nodes z1; : : : ; z in
pC with respective multiplicities n1; : : : ; n (each ni > 1) and the interpolated val-
ues cik 2 C, 1 6 i 6  , 0 6 k 6 ni − 1; s distinct real nodes 1; : : : ; s with respec-
tive multiplicities 2m1; : : : ; 2ms (each mj > 1) and the interpolated values djl 2 R,
1 6 j 6 s, 0 6 l 6 2mj − 1. It is required to determine whether there is a function
f .z/ 2N subject to
1
kWf
.k/.zi/ D cik; i D 1; : : : ; ; k D 0; 1; : : : ; ni − 1; (1.1a)
1
lWf
.l/.j / D djl; j D 1; : : : ; s; l D 0; 1; : : : ; 2mj − 1 (1.1b)
and, if there is, to describe the family of all such f .z/. Here and in the sequel, the
values f .j / and f .l/ .j / .l > 1/ are real and to be interpreted as nontangential
limits and angular derivatives of order l, respectively.
Analogous to the case of the boundary NP problems in the class C [27], the
BNP.N/ problem is not the closest boundary analogues of the NP.N/ problem.
The BNP.N/0 problem, a variant of the BNP(N/ problem, is the same as the
BNP.N/ problem except with the equalities
1
.2mj − 1/Wf
.2mj−1/.j / D dj;2mj−1; j D 1; : : : ; s
therein replaced by the following inequalities:
1
.2mj − 1/Wf
.2mj−1/.j / 6 dj;2mj−1; j D 1; : : : ; s: (1.2)
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There is another variant of the BNP(N/ problem in which in addition to Eqs.
(1.1a) and (1.1b) the interpolants f .z/ 2N are required to satisfy
lim
z!1
f .z/
z
D 0 (1.3)
uniformly in each sector p".0/ D fz j " 6 arg z 6 p− "g, " 2 .0;p=2/. We shall re-
fer to the last problem as the “BNP.N/00 problem” for short.
Let now
r D
X
iD1
ni; m D
sX
jD1
mj;
and N D r Cm > 1. It is well known that there is a unique polynomial !.z/, of
degree at most 2N − 1, satisfying both Eqs. (1.1a) and (1.1b) and the equations
1
kWf
.k/.zi/ D cik; i D 1; : : : ; ; k D 0; 1; : : : ; ni − 1: (1.4)
As usual, for any f .z/ 2N we have by reflecting that f .z/ D f .z/ for any z with
Im z < 0. Let a.z/ be the annihilator polynomial, of degree 2N , of interpolation
nodes:
a.z/D
Y
iD1
.z− zi/ni .z − zi/ni
sY
jD1
.z− j /2mj
D
2NX
iD0
aiz
i .a2N D 1/; (1.5)
which together with !.z/ contains all the data of these boundary problems. It is not
difficult to check that both!.z/ and a.z/ have real coefficients. Let the Laurent series
expansion of the rational function !.z/=a.z/ at infinity be of the form
w.z/
a.z/
D h0
z
C h1
z2
C    C h2N−3
z2N−2
C h2N−2
z2N−1
C h2N−1
z2N
C    : (1.6)
All the hp are obviously real and permit the representation
hpD2 Re
X
iD1
1
.ni − 1/W
 
d
d
!ni−1" ni−1X
kD0
cik. − zi/niCkp
a./
#
Dzi
C
sX
jD1
1
.2mj − 1/W
 
d
d
!2mj−1" 2mj−1X
lD0
djl. − j /2mjCkp
a./
#
Dj
(1.7)
for p D 0; 1; : : : We refer to the vector h D .h0; h1; : : : ; h2N−2/ being sought via
Eqs. (1.7) as the Hankel vector of the BNP(N) or the BNP.N/0 problem. With that
Hankel vector h we will associate the following two moment problems.
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(1) The truncated, nonstandard Hamburger moment (HM) problem associated
with the Hankel vector h of the BNP(N/ problem, consisting of finding the distribu-
tion functions  .u/ on R, i.e.,  .u/ are nondecreasing and right-continuous functions
on R such that  .−1/ D 0, that satisfy
hi D
Z C1
−1
ui d .u/; i D 0; 1; : : : ; 2N − 3;
h2N−2 >
Z C1
−1
u2N−2 d .u/:
(1.8)
(2) The truncated, standard Hamburger moment (SHM) problem associated with
the Hankel vector h, which is the same as the HM problem (1.8) except with the
equality in place of the inequality in the last moment condition, i.e.,
hi D
Z C1
−1
ui d .u/; i D 0; 1; : : : ; 2N − 2: (1.9)
Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, in Theorem 3.1 below it is shown that the
BNP.N/0 problem is solvable if and only if the HM problem (1.8) is solvable, and
in this case, there exists an intrinsic and explicit one-to-one correspondence between
solutions f .z/ to the BNP.N/0 problem and solutions  .u/ to the HM problem (1.8),
which is determined via the formula
f .z/ D !.z/C a.z/
Z C1
−1
d .u/
u− z ; z 2 p
C: (1.10)
Also, we can amplify these results to some extent (see Theorem 5.2).
Furthermore, as distinguished from the assertions of Theorem 3.1 we can con-
clude that the BNP(N/ problem is solvable if and only if the HM problem (1.8)
with an additional constraint that some distribution function  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/
assigns no mass to any of the real nodes 1; : : : ; s , i.e.,
 .fj g/ D 0; j D 1; : : : ; s; (1.11)
is solvable. Moreover, formula (1.10) also realizes a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween solutions f .z/ to the BNP(N/ problem and solutions  .u/ to the HM prob-
lem with constraint (1.11). These assertions are given in Theorem 3.2 and further in
Section 5.3.
Finally, the analogous implications concerning both the BNP.N/00 problem and
the SHM problem with constraint (1.11) hold also and are made in Theorems 3.3,
5.7 and 5.8 below.
This mainly expository paper emphasizes that the idea of using the Hankel vec-
tor in question as a tool for transforming the interpolation problems into moment
problems underlies the unifying approach of our analysis here. It turns out that the
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treatments for the BNP(N/0 problem can be expanded to some extent so as to clarify
the solution of the BNP(N/ problem, and vice versa. Consequently, we are able to
answer, at least in some cases, a remarkable question stated by Sarason [27, p. 233]
(see Section 3.3 for details).
In addition to Section 1, the paper is divided into five sections. Sections 2 and 4
are of preliminary character; we bring the necessary background for the solution of
the boundary NP problems under consideration. A portion of the results on angular
derivatives and higher derivatives of a function in the classN is contained in Section
2. In Section 4, we present the material from the theory of moments, the first part of
which are well known, and the last part seems to be new, relative to the description of
solutions to the HM and the SHM problems both with constraint (1.11). In Section
3, we address ourselves to the exact connections of boundary NP problems in the
classN with the associated moment problems in a new light of the Hankel vector
approach. Thanks to these connections, the solvability conditions for the boundary
NP problems and their full solutions are derived in a transparent way in Section 5 by
using the results of the theory of moments cited in Section 4.
2. Angular derivatives and higher derivatives of a function in the classN
Let p".t/ denote the sector in pC with the vertex t 2 R defined by
p".t/ D fz j " 6 arg.z− t/ 6 p − "g; 0 < " < p2 : (2.1)
For a function f .z/ holomorphic in pC, it is said to have an angular derivative at a
boundary point t 2 R, if f .z/ has a nontangential limit at t, denoted by f .t/, and if
the divided difference Tz; tUf D Tf .z/− f .t/U=.z− t/ has a nontangential limit at t,
lim
z!tTz; tUf D limz!t
f .z/− f .t/
z − t ; (2.2)
where and in the sequel z tends to t 2 R along any nontangential path, i.e., z 2 p".t/
and z ! t for any " 2 .0;p=2/. As a rule, we refer to the value of the limit (2.2) as
the angular derivative of f .z/ at t 2 R, and denote it by f 0.t/.
Consider next the extension of angular derivatives to higher derivatives. Let t
be real and let p be a positive integer. We say successively that f .z/ has the pth
angular derivative at t 2 R, denoted by f .p/.t/, if the divided difference Tz; tUf has
the .p − 1/th angular derivative at t (f .0/.t/ D f .t/). Thus, with the notation of
divided differences of a function, by definition, the existence of f .p/.t/ is equivalent
to the existence of the nontangential limits of
z;
k timesz }| {
t; : : : ; t

f
at t for k D 0; 1; : : : ; p − 1, i.e., the limits
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lim
z!t

z;
k timesz }| {
t; : : : ; t

f
D lim
z!t

z;
k−1 timesz }| {
t; : : : ; t

f
−
 k timesz }| {
t; : : : ; t

f
z− t
defD
 kC1 timesz }| {
t; : : : ; t

f
(2.3)
exist successively for k D 0; 1; : : : ; p − 1: In this case, .1=pW/f .p/.t/ coincides with
the value of Eq. (2.3) with k D p − 1, so that
1
pWf
.p/.t/ D
 p timesz }| {
t; : : : ; t

f
;
and f .z/must have a priori all of its angular derivatives at t up to order p − 1. Also,
we then have that the f .k/.t/ coincide with the nontangential limits of f .k/.z/ at t
for k D 0; 1; : : : ; p:
More specifically, let f .z/ be a function of the class N. Then and only then it
admits an integral representation (see, e.g., [1,20])
f .z/ D z C  C
Z C1
−1
 1
u− z −
u
1 C u2

df .u/ 8z 2 pC; (2.4)
in which  > 0,  is real, and f .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ is a distribution function
such thatZ C1
−1
(
1 C u2−1 df .u/ < C1;
moreover, in this case
lim
z!1
f .z/
z
D  (2.5)
holds uniformly in each sector p".0/.
It is well known that each f .z/ 2N has nontangential limits almost every-
where on the real axis. The following lemma characterizes when f .z/ 2N has all
of real-valued angular derivatives at t 2 R up to order 2m− 1 .m > 1/ in terms
of f .u/ .−1 < u < C1/, and provides the representations for f .k/.t/; k D
0; 1; : : : ; 2m− 1. A number of results have been presented in [10,11,13,26], [27,
Lemma 1], [28, pp. 46–59] and [29] for angular derivatives of order 1 or more of
a function. These sources deal mostly with the class C on the disc and/or the upper
half plane. But the analysis, especially for the latter class, is quite similar to the class
N considered in this paper.
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Lemma 2.1. Let t 2 R be given and let f .z/ 2N admit representation (2.4). Then
the derivatives f .k/.t/ exist and are real for k D 0; 1; : : : ; 2m− 1 .m > 1/ if and
only ifZ C1
−1
1
.u− t/2m df .u/ < C1: (2.6)
In that case,
f .k/.t/ D
8>>><
>>>:
t C  C
Z C1
−1

1
u−t − u1Cu2

df .u/ if k D 0;
1k C
Z C1
−1
kW
.u−t /kC1 df .u/ if 1 6 k 6 2m− 1;
(2.7)
where the symbol ik stands for Kronecker ; and f .k/.t/ > 0 whenever k is odd.
Proof. We suppose first that Eq. (2.6) holds. Then f .ftg/ D 0 obviously. Let
 .u/ D
Z u
−1
1
.s − t/2m df .s/; −1 < u < C1; (2.8)
a distribution function on R with bounded variation there. For the case of k D 0; 1,
it can be directly checked that the f .k/.t/ make sense and have representation (2.7)
with k D 0; 1. To prove the general case, we assume that Eq. (2.7) is true for k D n
.n < 2m− 1/ as an induction hypothesis, and consider the case of k D nC 1. Then,
by induction and by Eq. (2.8),

z;
nC1 timesz }| {
t; : : : ; t

f
D
Z C1
−1
df .u/
.u− z/.u− t/nC1
D
Z
ju−t j>1
df .u/
.u− z/.u− t/nC1
C
Z
ju−t j61
.u− t/2m−n−1
.u− z/ d .u/: (2.9)
Since in the case when ju− tj 6 1 and z 2 p".t/u− t
u− z .u− t/
2m−n−2
 6  u− t
u− z
 6 1 C  z− t
u− z
 6 1 C 1
sin "
:
Lebesgue’s convergence theorem implies that
lim
z!t
Z
ju−t j61
.u− t/2m−n−2
.u− z/ d .u/ D
Z
ju−t j61
.u− t/2m−n−2 d .u/:
Thus, from Eq. (2.9) we deduce that
lim
z!t

z;
nC1 timesz }| {
t; : : : ; t

f
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exists and has the representation
1
.nC 1/Wf
.nC1/.t/D
Z
ju−t j>1
df .u/
.u− t/nC2 C
Z
ju−t j61
df .u/
.u− t/nC2
D
Z C1
−1
df .u/
.u− t/nC2
as needed.
Conversely, we suppose that the f .k/.t/ exist and are real for k D 0; 1; : : : ; 2m−
1 .m > 1/. Then for z D t C iy .y > 0/,
1
.2m− 1/Wf
.2m−1/.t/D lim
z!t Re

z;
2m−1 timesz }| {
t; : : : ; t

f
D lim
z!t Re
Z C1
−1
df .u/
.u− z/.u− t/2m−1
D lim
y#0
Z C1
−1
df .u/
..u− t/2 C y2/.u− t/2m−2 < C1:
From Fatou’s theorem, we deduce condition (2.6). This completes the proof of the
Lemma 2.1. 
The following lemma is needed in the sequel (see also [11, Lemma 8.1] for a
similar result).
Lemma 2.2. Let t 2 R be given and let f .z/ 2N admit representation .2:4/. Then
lim
z!t.z− t/f .z/ D −.f .t/− f .t − 0// D −f .ftg/: (2.10)
Proof. Observe that if z 2 p".t/ with some " 2 .0;p=2/ is such that jz− tj < 1,
then
ju− zj > jz− tj sin "; −1 < u < C1
and thus.z− t/ 1
u− z −
u
1 C u2
D 1 C uz
u− z
 jz− tj1 C u2
6

jtj C 1 C 1 C .jtj C 1/
2
sin "

1
1 C u2 :
From the last inequality and the fact that
lim
z2p".t/
z!t
.z − t/
 1
u− z −
u
1 C u2

D
(
0 if u =D t;
−1 if u D t;
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we deduce by Lebesgue’s convergence theorem that
lim
z2p"
z!t
.z− t/f .z/D lim
z2p" .t/
z!t
.z− t/
Z C1
−1
 1
u− z −
u
1 C u2

df .u/
D −.f .t/− .t − 0// D −f .ftg/;
as needed. 
We remark that the value of f .ftg/ given in Eq. (2.10) can be viewed as the mass
at the point t 2 R of the distribution function f .u/ on R. Thus, if t 2 R is a mass
point of f .u/ .−1 < u < C1/, then limz!t f .z/ diverges to 1.
Lemma 2.3. Let a.z/ be as in Eq. .1:5/; and  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ be a distribu-
tion function such thatZ C1
−1
d .u/ < C1:
Then the function  .z/ defined by
 .z/ D a.z/
Z C1
−1
1
u− z d .u/ (2.11)
is subject to
1
kW 
.k/.zi/ D 0; i D 1; : : : ; ; k D 0; 1; : : : ; ni − 1; (2.12)
1
lW 
.l/.j / D 0; j D 1; : : : ; s; k D 0; 1; : : : ; 2mj − 2; (2.13)
1
.2mj − 1/W 
.2mj−1/.j /
D −
Y
iD1
jj − zi j2ni
Y
k =Dj
.j − k/2mk .fj g/; j D 1; : : : ; s: (2.14)
Proof. Rewrite  .z/ in the form
 .z/ D a.z/
z − j
Z C1
−1
z− j
u− z d .u/ (2.15)
for j D 1; : : : ; s. From Lemma 2.2 we deduce
lim
z!j
.z− j /
Z C1
−1
d .u/
u− z D − .fj g/; j D 1; : : : ; s;
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so that the  .l/.j /; j D 1; : : : ; s; l D 0; 1; : : : ; 2mj − 2 are well defined, and
1
lW 
.l/.j / D 0; j D 1; : : : ; s; l D 0; 1; : : : ; 2mj − 2:
In the case of l D 2mj − 1, we have by Eq. (2.15)
lim
z!j

z;
2mj−1 timesz }| {
j ; : : : ; j

 
D
Y
iD1
jj − zi j2ni
Y
k =Dj
.j − k/2mk lim
z!j
Z C1
−1
u− j
u− z − 1

d .u/
D −
Y
iD1
jj − zi j2ni
Y
k =Dj
.j − k/2mk .fj g/:
Thus,  .2mj−1/.j / makes sense and Eq. (2.14) holds. The proof of assertion (2.12)
is plain. 
3. On the boundary NP problems in the class N and the associated power
moment problems
3.1. Connection of the BNP.N/0 problem to the HM problem
One can deduce from representation (2.4) the equivalency of the BNP(N/0 prob-
lem to the problem of finding  > 0, real  and a distribution function f .u/ .−1 <
u < C1/ such that the corresponding function f .z/ of form (2.4) is a solution to
the BNP(N/0 problem.
Theorem 3.1. The BNP.N/0 problem is solvable if and only if the HM problem
is solvable. In that case, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between solu-
tions f .z/ to the BNP.N/0 problem and solutions  .u/ to the HM problem, which is
determined by the formula
f .z/ D !.z/C a.z/
Z C1
−1
1
u− z d .u/; z 2 p
C: (3.1)
More precisely, if f .z/ 2N is a solution to the BNP.N/0 problem, and admits
representation .2:4/; then the distribution function  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ defined
via the formula
d .u/ D
8>>>><
>>>>:
1
a.u/
df .u/ if u 62 f1; : : : ; s g;
dj;2mj−1 − Qdj;2mj−1Q
iD1 jj − zi j2ni
Q
k =Dj .j − k/2mk
; if u D j ;
j D 1; : : : ; s
(3.2)
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makes sense, where
Qdj;2mj−1 D
1
.2mj − 1/Wf
.2mj−1/.j /
is real, and is a solution to the HM problem such that
hj D
Z C1
−1
uj d .u/C j;2N−2; j D 0; 1; : : : ; 2N − 2: (3.3)
Conversely, if  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ is a solution to the HM problem, then f .z/
defined via formula .3:1/ is a solution to the BNP.N/0 problem, and further admits
representation .2:4/ in which
 D h2N−2 −
Z C1
−1
u2N−2 d .u/;
 D h2N−1 C a2N−1 −
Z C1
−1

u2N−1 − ua.u/
1 C u2

d .u/
(3.4)
and
df .u/ D a.u/ d .u/: (3.5)
Proof. We assume first that the BNP.N/0 problem is solvable, and f .z/ 2N is
a solution thereof with representation (2.4). Let Q!.z/ be a real coefficient polyno-
mial of degree at most 2N − 1, which is an interpolant of the same conditions as
Eqs. (1.1a), (1.1b) and (1.4) except with Qdj;2mj−1 in place of dj;2mj−1, j D 1; : : : ; s,
where
Qdj;2mj−1 D
1
.2mj − 1/Wf
.2mj−1/.j /; j D 1; : : : ; s:
By Lemma 2.1 we then haveZ C1
−1
1
.u− j /2mj
df .u/ < C1; j D 1; 2; : : : ; s (3.6)
or equivalentlyZ C1
−1
sY
jD1
.u− j /−2mj df .u/ < C1:
Then f .fj g/ D 0 for j D 1; : : : ; s andZ C1
−1
1
a.u/
df .u/ < C1: (3.7)
Owing to the fact that a.u/ > 0 for all u 2 R except for u D j ; j D 1; : : : ; s, the
function Q .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ which is the same as the function  .u/ .−1 <
u < C1/ that is defined by Eq. (3.2) but with Q .fj g/ D 0 in place of the values
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of  .fj g/ determined by Eq. (3.2) makes sense and is a distribution function with
bounded variation on R. Thus, f .z/ can be rewritten as
f .z/ D O!.z/C a.z/
Z C1
−1
d Q.u/
u− z ; (3.8)
in which
O!.z/ D zC  C
Z C1
−1
a.u/− a.z/
u− z −
ua.u/
1 C u2

d Q.u/
is a polynomial of degree at most 2N − 1. By Eq. (3.8) and Lemma 2.3, we deduce
that
O!.z/ D Q!.z/; .z/ D
Z C1
−1
d Q.u/
u− z 2N 8z 2 p
C:
A further computation by Eqs. (1.6) and (2.4) shows that for sufficiently large value
of jzj and z 2 p".0/ ." > 0/,
.z/D f .z/− Q!.z/
a.z/
D f .z/
a.z/
− !.z/
a.z/
C !.z/− Q!.z/
a.z/
D−
sX
jD1
 .fj g/
z− j −
h0
z
− h1
z2
−    − h2N−2 − 
z2N−1
−   
D−h0 −
Ps
jD1  .fj g/
z
− h1 −
Ps
jD1 j .fj g/
z2
−    − h2N−2 −  −
Ps
jD1 
2N−2
j  .fj g/
z2N−1
−    : (3.9)
Then the well-known Nevanlinna–Hamburger theorem (see, e.g., [1,18]) implies thatZ C1
−1
uk d Q .u/ D hk − k;2N−2 −
sX
jD1
kj  .fj g/; k D 0; 1; : : : ; 2N − 2;
and thus  .u/ is a solution to the HM problem such that Eqs. (3.3) hold.
Conversely, we assume that  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ is a solution of the HM prob-
lem. Put
 D h2N−2 −
Z C1
−1
u2N−2 d .u/ and d.u/ D a.u/ d .u/:
Then  > 0, d.u/ > 0 for u 2 R, andZ C1
−1
(
1 C u2−1 d.u/ < C1
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obviously. Define the function f .z/ via Eq. (3.1). It is easy to see that f .z/ is holo-
morphic in pC and subject to Eqs. (1.1a).
In order to prove that f .z/ satisfies Eqs. (1.1b) for j D 1; : : : ; s, l D
0; 1; : : : ; 2mj − 2, and inequalities (1.2) for j D 1; : : : ; s Lemma 2.3 is applicable.
To show that f .z/ defined via Eq. (3.1) is a solution to the BNP.N/0 problem, we
need only show that f .z/ belongs to the classN. Let h0; h1; : : : ; h2N−1 be defined
via Eq. (1.6), and letH be the linear space of all rational functions. Define a linear
functionalLu onH by
Lufr.u/g D
2N−1X
jD0
rjhj 8r.u/ 2H; (3.10)
whenever the Laurent series expansion of r.u/ 2H at infinity is of the form
r.u/ D
C1X
−1
rju
j ; (3.11)
in which the number of nonzero rj .j > 0/ in Eq. (3.11) is finite. Then, in particular,
Lu

uj
} D hj ; j D 0; 1; : : : ; 2N − 1: (3.12)
A direct calculation leads to
Lu

a.u/
u− z

DLu

a.u/− a.z/
u− z

D !.z/: (3.13)
Rewrite f .z/ defined by Eq. (3.1) in the form
f .z/ D p.z/C
Z C1
−1
 1
u− z −
u
1 C u2

a.u/ d .u/; (3.14)
where
p.z/ D !.z/−
Z C1
−1
a.u/− a.z/
u− z −
ua.u/
1 C u2

d .u/; (3.15)
a polynomial of z, of degree at most 2N − 1, and the integral on the right-hand side
of Eq. (3.14) stands for a Nevanlinna function, sinceZ C1
−1
(
1 C u2−1a.u/ d .u/ < C1:
We will show that p.z/ D z C  . real), and thus f .z/ 2N.
Notice that
a.u/− a.z/
u− z D
2N−1X
j;kD0
jCk62N−1
ajCkC1ujzk:
Therefore, by Eqs. (3.13) and (3.15), we have
p.z/D
X
jCk62N−1
ajCkC1hj zk
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−
X
jCk62N−1
.j =D2N−1/
ajCkC1.hj − j;2N−2/zk
−
Z C1
−1

u2N−1 − ua.u/
1 C u2

d .u/
D h2N−1 C a2N−1 C z
−
Z C1
−1

u2N−1 − ua.u/
1 C u2

d .u/
D z C ; (3.16)
where  is real, and equal to
 D h2N−1 C a2N−1 −
Z C1
−1

u2N−1 − ua.u/
1 C u2

d .u/;
noting that there exists some polynomialG.z/ of degree at most 2N such that
u2N−1 − ua.u/
1 C u2 D
G.u/
1 C u2 ;
whence the last integral makes sense and is real. Thus, from Eqs. (3.14) and (3.16) it
follows that f .z/ has an integral representation of the form
f .z/ D z C  C
Z C1
−1
 1
u− z −
u
1 C u2

a.u/ d .u/
or what is the same, f .z/ 2N, and df .u/ D a.u/ d .u/. This completes the proof
of the theorem. 
3.2. Connection of the BNP.N/ (or the BNP.N/00) problem to the HM (or the
SHM) problem with constraint (3.11)
The chief objective of this subsection is to examine both the connection between
the BNP.N/ problem and the HM problem with constraint (1.11), and the connec-
tion between the BNP.N/00 problem and the SHM problem with the same constraint
(1.11). These two questions are answered by Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, respectively, and
can be considered as particular situations of the connection given in Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.2. The BNP.N/ problem is solvable if, and only if, the HM problem
with constraint .1:11/ is solvable. In that case, the formula
f .z/ D !.z/C a.z/
Z C1
−1
1
u− z d .u/ (3.17)
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realizes a one-to-one correspondence between solutions f .z/ to the BNP.N/ prob-
lem and solutions  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ to the HM problem with the constraint
.1:11/. More precisely, if f .z/ 2N is a solution to the BNP.N/ problem and ad-
mits representation .2:4/; then the distribution function  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ de-
fined via the formula
d .u/ D
8<
:
1
a.u/
df .u/; if u 62 f1; : : : ; s g;
0; if u 2 f1; : : : ; j g
(3.18)
makes sense and is a solution to the HM problem with constraint .1:11/ such that
hj D
Z C1
−1
uj d .u/C j;2N−2; j D 0; 1; : : : ; 2N − 2: (3.19)
Conversely, if  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ is a solution to the HM problem such that
 .fj g/ D 0; j D 1; : : : ; s; then f .z/ defined via formula .3:17/ is a solution to the
BNP(N/ problem, and admits representation .2:4/ in which
 D h2N−2 −
Z C1
−1
u2N−2 d .u/;
 D h2N−1 C a2N−1 −
Z C1
−1

u2N−1 − ua.u/
1 C u2

d .u/;
and
df .u/ D a.u/ d .u/:
Let us turn to the second connection just mentioned. As stated above, an arbi-
trary f .z/ 2N; which admits representation (2.4), has the property that the limit
relation (2.5) holds uniformly in each sector p".0/. Thus, if f .z/ is a solution to the
BNP(N/00 problem, then and only then the distribution function  .u/ .−1 < u <
C1/ defined by  .u/ D R u−1 a.s/−1 df .s/ makes sense and is a solution to the
SHM problem with constraint (1.11), in accordence with Theorem 3.2 with  D 0
therein. Hence, as a simple consequence of Theorem 3.2 we have:
Theorem 3.3. The BNP.N/00 problem is solvable if, and only if, the SHM problem
with constraint .1:11/ is solvable. In that case, there exists a one-to-one correspon-
dence between solutions f .z/ to the BNP.N/00 problem and solutions  .u/ .−1 <
u < C1/ to the SHM problem with constraint .1:11/; which is determined by for-
mula .3:17/. Moreover, a precise description for it, parallel to that made in Theorem
3.2, is also valid.
Two remarks are in order. First of all, the statements of Theorems 3.1–3.3 say
actually that the BNP(N/0 problem rather than the BNP(N/ problem is the closest
boundary analogus of the classical NP.N/ problem with multiple nodes in the sense
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that each of the BNP.N/0 problem and the NP.N/ problem supports a solvability
criterion, which rests on the Hermitian nonnegativity of the Hankel matrix built on
the Hankel vector of the former problem.
Secondly, as for BNP(N/00 problem, it is actually the closest analogues of prob-
lem (oNPC) in [27]. Furthermore, Theorem 3.3 might provide a necessary back-
ground for the study of the boundary NP problems in the class N with infinitely
many nodes. This and related problems will be dealt with in separate investigations
by adopting the Hankel vector approach to both of the infinite boundary NP problem
and the associated full Hamburger moment problem.
3.3. On a question of Sarason
It is noteworthy to emphasize that the established connections of the boundary
NP problems with the associated moment problems are on the basis of the so-called
divisor–remainder formulation of form (3.1):
f .z/ D !.z/C a.z/
Z C1
−1
1
u− z d .u/; z 2 p
C;
in which !.z/ is the unique polynomial interpolant, of degree at most 2N − 1, of the
interpolation conditions for the BNP(N/ problem (rather than that for the BNP(N/0
problem) together with Eq. (1.4) (rather than only the indicated interpolation con-
ditions) and therefore it has all real coefficients. As to the BNP(N/0 problem, this
amounts to a transfer from its solutions f .z/ via the Hankel vector b to the solutions
 .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ to the HM problem, and vice versa. In general, thanks to
the proof of Theorem 3.1 we conclude that for a solution f .z/ to the BNP(N/0
problem, the conditions of Qdj;2mj−1 D dj;2mj−1 hold true for each j if and only if the
associated distribution function  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ assigns no mass to any of
the real nodes, what is more important, if and only if f .z/ [ .u/ .−1 < u < C1/,
respectively] is a solution to the BNP(N/ problem [to the HM problem with con-
straint (1.11)]. In this sense, the connection given in Theorem 3.2 can be viewed as
as a particular case of the connection given in Theorem 3.1.
Thus, we become accidentally aware of an answer to a question stated by
Sarson in a transparent way. He said in [27, p. 233], “It is unclear, at least to this
author, to what extent the preceding treatments can be expanded so as to clarify
Problems (oNPS) and (oNPC), for example to find a criterion for the solution set to
be nonempty”. In this statement the problems (oNPS/0 and (oNPC/0, are variants of
the BNP(N/0 problem in the Schur and Caratheodory classes, respectively, where-
as problems (oNPS) and (oNPC) are the corresponding variants of the BNP(N/
problem in the present paper.
Furthermore, the last implication can be reversed at all, i.e., starting from Theo-
rem 3.2, one can directly deduce Theorem 3.1 by using the conditions
1
.2mj − 1/Wf
.2mj−1/.j / D Qdj;2mj−1; j D 1; : : : ; s
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in place of inequalities (1.2) (and therefore the BNP(N/0 problem can be considered
as a certain new BNP(N/ problem, and Theorem 3.2 then is applicable for it). As a
result, the statement of Theorem 3.1 is nothing other than a simple consequence of
Theorem 3.2.
The preceding reasoning suggests in substance an equivalency of both Theorems
3.1 and 3.2, and a similarity of both the BNP(N/0 and the BNP(N/ problems.
4. Material from the theory of power moments
In view of the exposition of the simple connections between solutions to the
boundary NP problems in the class N and solutions to the truncated (standard
or nonstandard) Hamburger moment problem, it makes sense to apply the rather
thoroughly developed machinery of theory of power moments to the boundary NP
problems.
In Section 4.1, we will recall the material from the theory of moments needed for
what follows, referring to [1,7,20] for details. In Section 4.2, we will consider the
general solutions to the HM problem with constraint (1.11) and to the SHM problem
with constraint (1.11) in the indeterminate case, which seem to be new.
Let h D .h0; h1; : : : ; h2N−2/ be the (real) Hankel vector of the BNP.N/ (or the
BNP.N/0) problem, which is the moment sequence of the HM (or the SHM) prob-
lem. Denote by
HNN ThU D .hiCj /N−1i;jD0
the real Hankel matrix of order N, built on h. Let n1 D rank HNN ThU. If, further,
HNN ThU is Hermitian nonnegative and singular, then there exists a unique real 
with 0 6  6 h2N−2 such that h D hp C hd , hp D .h0; h1; : : : ; h2N−3; h2N−2 − /,
hd D .0; : : : ; 0; / and
HNN ThU D HNN ThpU CHNN Thd U; (4.1)
where HNN ThpU and HNN Thd U are the proper and degenerate parts of HNN ThU,
respectively, HNN ThpU > 0, HNN Thd U > 0, and rank HNN ThU D rank HNN ThpU C
rank HNN Thd U (see Lemma 2.7 of [7]).
4.1. The solution of the HM problem and of the SHM problem
Consider first the HM problem. It is well known that the HM problem is solvable
if and only if
HNN ThU > 0: (4.2)
In the case when HNN ThU > 0 is singular, then and only then the solution  .u/ is
unique. A distinction should be made between the case whenHNN ThU > 0 is degen-
erate and the opposite. If HNN ThU > 0 is degenerate, i.e., HNN ThU D HNN Thd U, the
unique solution to the HM problem is  .u/  0 .−1 < u < C1/ obviously. In the
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opposite case, i.e., HNN ThpU =D 0, it is easy to see that R D rank HNN ThpU is equal
to n1 if  D 0 or n1 − 1 if  > 0, and that there exists a pair of coprime polynomials
pn1.z/ and γn1.z/, where pn1.z/ is the Rth orthogonal polynomial with respect to the
positive sequence fhkg2R−20 , and γn1.z/ is a polynomial of the second kind defined
by
γn1.z/ DLu

pn1.u/− pn1.z/
u− z

(4.3)
(see Eq. (3.10) for definition of Lu). Then, the unique solution  .u/ .−1 < u <
C1/ to the HM problem is determined by the formulaZ C1
−1
d .u/
u− z D −
γn1.z/
pn1.z/
; (4.4)
and by the Stieltjes inversion formula. Thus,  .u/ defined by Eq. (4.4) assigns no
mass to any of the real nodes 1; : : : ; s if and only if pn1.j / =D 0 for j D 1; : : : ; s.
(Noting that gcd.γn1.z/; pn1.z// D 1 and that pn1.z/ has only real zeros.)
Furthermore, if HNN ThU > 0, the HM problem is indeterminate, i.e., it has in-
finitely many solutions. Let p.z/ of degree N and q.z/ of degree N − 1 denote,
respectively, the Nth and the .N − 1/th orthogonal polynomials with respect to the
positive sequence fhkg2N−20 , and γ .z/ and .z/ be polynomials of the second kind,
defind by
γ .z/ DLu

p.u/− p.z/
u− z

and .z/ DLu

q.u/− q.z/
u− z

: (4.5)
Then the general solution  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ of the HM problem is represent-
able as a linear fractional transformationZ C1
−1
d .u/
u− z D −
γ .z/v.z/− .z/
p.z/v.z/− q.z/; (4.6)
where v.z/ is a certain member of the classN augmented by the constant 1.
Let us turn to the SHM problem. Obviously, the solution set of the SHM problem,
if a solution exists, is contained in the solution set of the HM problem. It is known
that the SHM problem is solvable if and only if HNN ThU is Hermitian nonnega-
tive and proper, i.e., either HNN ThU > 0 or HNN ThU > 0 is singular with HNN ThU D
HNN ThpU. Moreover, in the case whenHNN ThU > 0 is singular and proper, the SHM
problem is determinate, and the unique solution coincides with the function  .u/
.−1 < u < C1/ that is defined by Eq. (4.4). In the case when HNN ThU > 0, the
SHM problem is indeterminate, and its general solution  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ is
representable as a linear fractional transformation of form (4.6) but with the free
parameter v.z/ D 1 or v.z/ 2N subject to lim!1 v.z/=z D 0 uniformly in each
sector p".0/.
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4.2. On constraint (1.11) for both the HM and the SHM problems in the indeterminate
case
In the case of HNN ThU > 0, both the HM and the SHM problems with constraint
(1.11) are obviously indeterminate, since for any real c =D 0 such that p.j /c −
q.j / =D 0; j D 1; : : : ; s (the number of such real c is infinite),Z C1
−1
d .u/
u− z D −
γ .z/c − .z/
p.z/c − q.z/
is a certain solution to the SHM problem (and thus to the HM problem) that assigns
no mass to all the real nodes. We shall dwell in a little more detail on these two
moment problems, because they are needed in Section 5. For the HM problem with
constraint (1.11) we have:
Theorem 4.1. Let HNN ThU > 0. The general solution  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ to
the HM problem with constraint .1:11/ is representable as the linear fractional trans-
formation .4:6/; in which the free parameter v.z/ 2N [ f1g is determined in the
following manner: either v.z/ D 1 if p.j / =D 0 for j D 1; : : : ; s or v.z/ runs over
the class N such that v.fj g/ D 0 if p.j / D 0; and one of the following condi-
tions holds if p.j / =D 0:
.a/ v.z/ has a nontangential limit v.j / at j satisfying p.j /v.j /− q.j / =D 0;
.b/ v.z/ has no a real angular derivative of order 1 at j ; i.e.,Z C1
−1
1
.u− j /2 dv.u/ D C1:
Proof. We first prove that given a function v.z/ 2N in the way made in the state-
ment of the theorem, which is of a representation of form (2.4) but with v in place of
f, the  .u/ defined by
.z/ D
Z C1
−1
d .u/
u− z D −
γ .z/v.z/− .z/
p.z/v.z/− q.z/ (4.7)
is subject to Eq. (1.11), and thus is some solution to our moment problem.
As for the case when p.j / =D 0 for j D 1; : : : ; s and v.z/ D 1, the correspond-
ing result is plain.
In the case when v.z/ runs over the classN such that v.fj g/ D 0 if p.j / D 0
and one of the conditions (a) and (b) holds if p.j / =D 0, we are only to prove that
 .fj g/ D 0 for that j.
If p.j / =D 0 and (a) holds for some j, then − .fj g/ D limz!j .z− j /.z/ D
0 by Lemma 2.2.
Now let p.j / =D 0 and (b) holds for that j. If v.fj g/ =D 0 for the same j,
then by Lemma 2.2 again, limz!j v.z/ D 1, so that .j / D −γ .j /=p.j /
and  .fj g/ D 0 for that j obviously. If v.fj g/ D 0 for that j, i.e., limz!j .z−
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j /v.z/ D 0, we have also that  .fj g/ D 0 for that j. We suppose in the opposite
that  .fj g/ =D 0 for that j. Then, from
lim
z!j
.z− j /.γ .z/v.z/− .z// D γ .j / lim
z!j
.z− j /v.z/ D 0;
we deduce that limz!j .p.z/v.z/− q.z// D 0 and thus v.z/ has a nontangential
limit at j such that
v.j / D lim
z!j
v.z/ D q.j /
p.j /
2 R:
Furthermore, since γ .z/q.z/− .z/p.z/ D  (see, e.g., [7]), and
− .fj g/D lim
z!j
.z− j /.z/
D− 
.p.j //2
lim
z!j

v.z/− q.z/=p.z/
z− j
−1
=D0;
.v.z/− q.z/=p.z//=.z− j / has a nonzero and real nontangential limit at j , and
therefore
v.z/− q.j /=p.j /
z − j D
v.z/− v.j /
z− j
has also a real nontangential limit at j . Thus, v.z/ has a real nontangential limit at
j and the real angular derivative at j , i.e., by Lemma 2.1, for that j,Z C1
−1
dv.u/
.u− j /2 < C1; (4.8)
a contradiction with condition (b).
Let us turn to the case of p.j / D 0 and v.fj g/ D 0 for some j. Then we will
show that  .fj g/ D 0 for the same j. But the condition that p.j / D 0 implies that
q.j / =D 0, so that, by Lemma 2.2, we have
− .fj g/D lim
z!j
.z− j /.z/
D− lim
z!j
γ .z/.z− j /v.z/− .z− j /.z/
p.z/−p.j /
z−j .z− j /v.z/− q.z/
D− γ .j /v.fj g/
p0.j /v.fj g/C q.j /
D0:
Conversely, we suppose that  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ is some solution to the HM
problem with constraint (1.11)  .fj g/ D 0 for j D 1; : : : ; s. Then it follows from
Eq. (4.6) that
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.z/ D
Z C1
−1
d .u/
u− z D −
γ .z/v.z/− .z/
p.z/v.z/− q.z/ (4.9)
for some v.z/. We show that this v.z/ should be subject to one of the conditions made
in the statement of the theorem. Let v.z/ be not the constant 1, and p.j / =D 0
for some j. We will verify that if v.z/ 2N does not meet condition (a) for that j,
then (b) must hold for that j. For the opposite, we have Eq. (4.8) for that j, so that
v.fj g/ D − limz!j .z− j /v.z/ D 0 for j. Since p.j /v.j /− q.j / D 0 for j,
p.j / =D 0 and γ .j /v.j /− .j / =D 0 for the same j obviously. From
 .fj g/ D − lim
z!j
.z − j / γ .z/v.z/− .z/
p.z/v.z/ − q.z/ D 0
for that j, we deduce
lim
z!j
v.z/− q.z/=p.z/
z− j D 1
for the same j, so that
lim
z!j
v.z/− q.j /=p.j /
z − j D limz!j
v.z/− v.j /
z− j D 1
for that j, which is impossible, since v.z/ has the angular derivative at j .
It remains to consider the case of p.j / D 0 for some j. We will show that
v.fj g/ D 0, where v.z/ is defined via Eq. (4.9). For the opposite, we have that
v.fj g/ D − limz!j .z− j /v.z/ =D 0 for that j, so that, since γ .j / =D 0 and
p0.j /v.fj g/C q.j / is finite,
 .fj g/ D − lim
z!j
.z − j /.z/ D γ .j /v.fj g/
p0.j /v.fj g/C q.j / =D 0;
a contradiction with Eq. (1.11). The proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete. 
Similarly, for the SHM problem with constraint (1.11) we have:
Theorem 4.2. Let HNN ThU > 0. Then the general solution  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/
to the SHM problem with constraint .1:11/ is representable as the linear fractional
transformation .4:6/; in which the free parameter v.z/ 2N [ f1g is determined in
the following manner: either v.z/ D 1 if p.j / =D 0 for j D 1; : : : ; s or v.z/ runs
over the classN satisfying in addition to one of the conditions made in the statement
of Theorem 4.1,
lim
z!1
v.z/
z
D 0 (4.10)
uniformly in each sector p".0/:
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5. The solution of the boundary NP problems in the classN
This section is devoted to find the existence and uniqueness conditions for the so-
lutions to the BNP.N/0, the BNP.N/, and the BNP.N/00 problems, and to describe
their solutions by using the results given in the previous sections.
5.1. The generalized Pick matrix for the BNP.N/ problem
Let !.z/ and h D .h0; h1; : : : ; h2N−2/ be given as before. Denote by
x D
 1 timesz }| {
x1; : : : ; x1; : : : ;
Cs timesz }| {
xCs; : : : ; xCs

(5.1)
the collection of interpolation nodes, in which xi D zi , i D ni if 1 6 i 6  and
xi D i , i D mi if  C 1 6 i 6  C s. By definition, the generalized Pick matrix of
the BNP.N/ problem is in fact a generalized Hermitian Loewner matrix of order N
defined via the formula
Lx D .Lij /Csi;jD1; (5.2)
in which
Lij D .lklij /i−1;j−1k;lD0 2 Cij
with entries lklij determined by the divided differences of !.z/:
lklij D
 kC1 timesz }| {
xi; : : : ; xi;
lC1 timesz }| {
xj ; : : : ; xj

!
: (5.3)
It is not difficult to check that
lklij D
8>>><
>>>:
1
kWlW
okCl
okol
h!./ − !./
− 
i
Dxi;Dxj
if xi =D xj ;
1
.k C l C 1/W!
.kClC1/.xi/ if xi D xj :
Let
b.z/ D
CsY
iD1
.z− xi/i ;
bik.z/ D b.z/
.z− xi/kC1 ; i D 1; : : : ;  C s; k D 0; 1; : : : ; i − 1:
and let Wx of order N be the transition matrix from the standard bases
f1; z; : : : ; zN−1g of the space of polynomials of degree at most N − 1 to the
interpolation bases fbik.z/g, i D 1; : : : ;  C s, k D 0; 1; : : : ; i − 1, that is to say,
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col
h
colTbik.z/Ui−1kD0
iCs
iD1 D Wx col

zi
N−1
iD0 :
Obviously,Wx is invertible.
Lemma 5.1 T7;30U. Let Lx; Wx and HNN ThU be defined as before. Then
Lx D WxHNN ThUWx : (5.4)
As a consequence of Lemma 5.1, we have a useful assertion:
Lx > 0 .> 0/ if and only if HNN ThU > 0 .> 0/: (5.5)
In the case when Lx > 0 is singular (or what is the same, HNN ThU > 0 is singular),
from Eq. (4.1) we deduce that Lx has a unique quasidirect composition of the form
Lx D Lp C Ld defD WxHNN ThpUWx CWxHNN Thd UWx ; (5.6)
where Lp > 0 and Ld > 0, referred to as the proper and degenerate parts of Lx,
respectively, such that rank Lx D rank Lp C rank Ld . In what follows, we shall call
Lx > 0 proper if Lx > 0 or if Lx > 0 is singular with Lx D Lp. Furthermore, we
shall call Lx > 0 of rank R is saturated if all its Loewner submatrices of order R are
nonsingular. Here by an R  R Loewner submatrix of Lx we mean a certain gener-
alized Loewner matrix of order R, which is the same as Lx in Eqs. (5.1)–(5.3) but
with i therein replaced by ti , 0 6 ti 6 i , i D 1; : : : ;  C s such that PCsiD1 ti D R.
It is easy to check that Lx > 0 of order R is proper and saturated if and only if the
BNP.N/ problem has a proper rational solution of degree R, also if and only if
HNN ThU > 0 is proper, and there exists a solution  .u/ to the HM problem such that
Eq. (1.11) holds.
5.2. The solution of the BNP(N/0 problem
In view of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 5.1 together with the results made in Section
4.1, we have:
Theorem 5.2. The BNP.N/0 problem is solvable if and only if Lx > 0; also, if, and
only if, HNN ThU > 0; or what is the same, the HM problem is solvable. Moreover:
.a/ In the case when HNN ThU > 0 is singular, the BNP.N/0 problem has only
one solution f .z/; determined by !.z/ of degree at most one ifHNN ThU D HNN Thd U
and by
f .z/ D !.z/− a.z/γn1.z/=pn1.z/ (5.7)
ifHNN ThU =D HNN Thd U;which is a rational function of degree exact n1;where γn1.z/
and pn1.z/ are as in Eq. .4:4/.
.b/ In the case of HNN ThU > 0; the BNP.N/0 problem has infinitely many solu-
tions, which can be parametrized by the linear fractional transformation
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f .z/ D !.z/− a.z/ γ .z/v.z/− .z/
p.z/v.z/− q.z/; (5.8)
where v.z/ runs over the classN [ f1g; and p.z/; q.z/; γ .z/; .z/ are as in Eqs.
.4:5/ and .4:6/.
We remark that in Eq. (5.7) even if pn1.j / D 0 for some j, then, by Lemma 2.3,
a.z/γn1.z/=pn1.z/ has all of the angular derivatives at j 2 R up to order 2mj − 1,
similarly for Eq. (5.8).
5.3. The solution of the BNP.N/ problem
From Theorem 3.2 together with certain results made in Section 4, we deduce:
Theorem 5.3. The BNP.N/ problem is solvable if and only if HNN ThU > 0 or
HNN ThU > 0 is singular and there exists some solution  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/ to
the HM problem that assigns no mass to any of real nodes 1; : : : ; s .
To present an alternative solvability criterion for the BNP.N/, a definition is
needed, which is a slight extension of the notion of minimally positive matrices in-
troduced in [27].
Let Dx denote the set of all N  N positive semidefinite diagonal matrices of
the form D.a/ D diagT0r ;DaU, where a D .a1; : : : ; as/t > 0, and Da is a diagonal
matrix of order m defined by
Da D diag

diag

0; : : : ; 0| {z }
mi−1 times
; ai
s
iD1
: (5.9)
Definition 5.4. An N  N positive semidefinite matrix L is said to be Dx-mini-
mally positive if there is no nonzero matrix D.a/ 2 Dx such that L > D.a/. (Each
Dx-minimally positive matrix is obviously singular.)
Theorem 5.5. The BNP.N/ problem is solvable if and only if Lx > 0 or Lx is
Dx-minimally positive.
Proof. Suppose that the BNP(N/ problem is solvable, so is the BNP.N/0 problem.
Then, by Theorem 5.2, we have Lx > 0. If Lx > 0 is singular but not Dx-mini-
mally positive, then the BNP.N/0 (and thus the BNP.N/ problem) has only one
solution f .z/ and there exists 0 =D D.a/ 2 Dx such that QLx D Lx −D.a/ > 0. ButQLx is obviously a singular generalized Loewner matrix with the same off-diagonal
entries as that of Lx, so that the BNP(N/ problem with QLx (rather than Lx) as its
generalized Loewner matrix has only one solution Qf .z/. It is clear that Qf .z/ is also
a solution to the BNP.N/0 problem, and therefore f .z/ D Qf .z/. This is impossible,
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since Lx =D QLx. Thus, Lx > 0 or Lx is Dx-minimally positive if the BNP.N/
problem is solvable.
Conversely, we first suppose thatLx isDx-minimally positive. Then the HM prob-
lem has only one solution  .u/ .−1 < u < C1/. Let f .z/ be the corresponding
function defined by Eq. (3.1), then, by Theorem 5.2, f .z/ is the unique solution to the
BNP.N/0 problem. Denote by QLx the generalized Loewner matrix of the BNP(N/0
problem but with f .z/ in place of !.z/ therein. We have that Lx − QLx 2 Dx obvi-
ously, and therefore Lx D QLx, since Lx is Dx-minimally positive. This implies that
f .z/ is also a solution to the BNP.N/ problem.
Secondly, we suppose that Lx > 0. Then the HM problem has infinitely many
solutions of form (4.6). Since gcd.p.z/; q.z// D 1, there exists a real c such that
p.j /c − q.j / =D 0 for j D 1; : : : ; s. It is easy to see that the solution  .u/ to the
HM problem defined byZ C1
−1
d .u/
u− z D −
γ .z/c − .z/
p.z/c − q.z/ (5.10)
is subject to constraint (1.11). Let f .z/ be defined via Eq. (3.1), in which  .u/ is as
in Eq. (5.10), then f .z/ is a solution to the BNP.N/ problem by Theorem 3.2. 
From Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 4.1 together with some results made in Section
4.1, we have:
Theorem 5.6. Let the BNP.N/ problem be given. Then:
.a/ If HNN ThU > 0 is singular and degenerate, then the BNP.N/ problem has
only one solution, !.z/; a polynomial of degree at most one.
.b/ If HNN ThU > 0 is singular and not degenerate, and if pn1.j / =D 0; j D
1; : : : ; s; then the BNP.N/ problem has only one solution of the form
f .z/ D !.z/− a.z/ γn1.z/
pn1.z/
; (5.11)
in which γn1.z/ and pn1.z/ are as in Eq. .4:4/. Here f .z/ is a rational function of
degree exact n1.
.c/ If HNN ThU > 0; then the BNP.N/ problem has infinitely many solutions,
which can be parametrized by the linear fractional transformation
f .z/ D !.z/− a.z/ γ .z/v.z/− .z/
p.z/v.z/− q.z/; (5.12)
where p.z/; q.z/; γ .z/; .z/ are as in Eq. .4:6/; and v.z/ 2N [ f1g is deter-
mined in the same way as that made in the statement of Theorem 4.1.
We remark that the main theorems stating solvability criteria for the BNP.N/
problem in [14] are not true, as was pointed out in [27]. (But the solvability criterion
stated in [14] supplemented by the properness of Lx is in fact applicable for the
BNP(N/00 problem rather than the BNP.N/ problem, see Theorem 5.7 below.)
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5.4. The solution of the BNP.N/00 problem
As a consequence of Theorem 3.3 together with the related results given in Sec-
tions 4 and 5.1, we have:
Theorem 5.7. The BNP.N/00 problem is solvable if and only if HNN ThU > 0 or
HNN ThU > 0 is singular, proper and pn1.j / =D 0 for j D 1; : : : ; s; where pn1.z/ is
as in Eq. (4.4), also if and only if Lx is positive semidefinite, proper and saturated.
Note that from Theorems 5.5 and 5.7 we deduce that for the singular Lx > 0, the
properness and saturatedness guarantee the condition of Dx-minimal positivity; the
inverse is not true. This observation leads to a subtlety of the BNP(N/00 problem
compared to a seemingly analogous problem (oNPC) in [27]. For the latter, if the
Pick matrix, which always is proper in some sense stated in Section 1, is singular
and positive semidefinite, then it is saturated if and only if it is minimally positive.
Theorem 5.8. Let the BNP.N/00 problem be given. Then
.a/ If HNN ThU > 0 is singular and proper, and pn1.j / =D 0; j D 1; : : : ; s; then
the BNP(N/00 problem has only one solution f .z/ of form .5:11/. Here f .z/ is a
proper rational function of degree exact n1.
.b/ If HNN ThU > 0; then the BNP(N/00 problem has infinitely many solutions,
which can be parametrized by the linear fractional transformation .5:12/; where
the parameter v.z/ 2N [ f1g is determined in the same way as that made in the
statement of Theorem 4.2.
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